A complex containing at least one zinc dependent HeLa nuclear protein binds to the intronic (gaa)(n) block of the frataxin gene.
We analyzed HeLa nuclear proteins binding to the (gaa)(n) harbouring intron 1 of nine frataxin alleles and characterized the structures of the repeats. Fragments with blocks longer than (gaa)(9) form spontaneously different intramolecular H-y topoisomeres in linear state. The observed triplexes depend on the length of the repeat. Interruption of the perfectly repeated (gaa)(n) block entails two structural regions. At least two HeLa nuclear proteins bind to the (gaa)(n) fragments resulting in a distinct major retarded complex as revealed by EMSA. One of these proteins is zinc dependent. Importantly, the fragment harbouring (gan)(121) binds additional proteins. Protein binding appears to be locus specific, and the binding affinity was found to be not random. The affinities of the different target fragments varied by a factor of four. Binding affinities of the fragments were not obviously correlated to differences in the composition of the repeats. DNase I footprinting revealed only weakly protected binding regions, but multiple HS sites in the repeat regions of the fragments. These findings and the fact, that DNA conformers observed in EMSA and electron microscopical experiments bind proteins, lead to the assumption that the proteins recognize, both, B-DNA and triple helical structures, but with different affinity. Possible functions of the proteins are discussed in the context of transformation of triple helical structures into B-DNA and the pathogenesis of FRDA.